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Introduction 
This article shows a new digital Pre-distortion (DPD) approach called iterative learning control (ILC) DPD 
based on the Pre-distortion to a given input signal on a sample-by-sample basis. The demo is using 5G 
NR signal while the ILC DPD is applicable to waveforms in other formats, like WLAN etc. This new 
approach for DPD is available on the signal generator (VXG/MXG)- and spectrum analyzer 
(UXA/PXA/MXA), and VXT PXIe Vector Transceiver platform with valid license called N9055EM0E power 
amplifier measurement application. 

 

  

 

 
 
 

N9055EM0E 
• Support frequency up to 

54GHz with 2.5GHz 
bandwidth with N9042B UXA 
and M9484C VXG 

• Extracts DPD model and 
apply Pre-distortion to 
linearize PA output with 
supported DPD model such 
as Look-up table (LUT), 
Volterra Series, Memory 
Polynomial, Iterative 
Learning Control (ILC) 

• Support user defined DPD 
model with MATLAB scripts 

• Support the burst shape & 
mask information to 
reconstruct waveform and its 
mask signals for users to 
evaluate the impact of power 
support of PA on EVM 
readouts 

Solutions  
• Signal Generator + Signal Analyzer  

Signal Generator VXG M9384B/M9484C 
MXG N5182B 

Signal Analyzer UXA N9040B/41B/42B 

PXA N9030B/32B 

 
• VXT PXIe Vector Transceiver M9410A/11A/15A 

 

Results  
• Support AM/AM, AM/PM, ACP, Delta EVM, 

Demod EVM (5G NR & 802.11ac/ax/be), Power 
vs Demod EVM 

• Show both Pre-DPD and Post-DPD measurement 
results in one screen, for ease of comparison 

• Envelope Tracking with VXG 2ch (and VXT + 
M3202A) 
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Iterative Learning Control (ILC) DPD 
Model based DPD algorithm, such as Memory Polynomial, Volterra Series, has the limitation when PA is 
more complex than “model”, and when nonlinearity is very severe with higher gain compression. The 
complexity limitations are not only for memory models but also for non-memory models. However, they 
are the dominant factor when it comes to memory models. This is due to the fact that the pre-distortion 
P(nT) of a given signal A at time (nT), not only depends on the current state A(nT), but also on the 
previous values A((n-1) T), A((n-2) T) etc. The complexity will grow exponentially with the amount of 
memory considered as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. DPD Modeling has complexity limitations 

Iterative Learning Control (ILC) DPD is DPD algorithm not based on the DPD models. It compares PA 
output vector with reference (ideal) vector iteratively in time domain, to generate the pre-distorted 
waveform to bring output closer to reference vector. Figure 2 shows this sample based iterative approach. 

 

Figure 2. Iterative Learning Control Digital Pre-distortion (ILC DPD) approach  
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It allows the modeling of any memory effect without increasing the complexity because of any pre-
distortion P(nT) depends only on the measured sample M(nT), where the memory effect of the device is 
present in the measured samples M. Since ILC DPD isn’t based on models, N9055EM0E generates the 
pre-distorted waveform and downloads this waveform to VXG rather than to send DPD model information. 
It is obvious that a single execution of this step is not sufficient, especially when DUT shows significant 
memory effect or significant non-linear behavior. Therefore, iterative approach is needed. N9055EM0E 
provides you the iteration number K setting as well.   

 

Hardware Connections Setup  
Figure 3 shows the front panel connections to do PA ILC DPD measurement by using signal generator 
VXG and signal analyzer UXA. VXG M9484C has two RF output ports. For demo purpose, channel 2 is 
used here. In order to protect the analyzer, you can add an attenuator before the RF input port of the 
analyzer.  

 

Figure 3. PA ILC DPD Measurement by using VXG M9384C and UXA N9042B Front Panel Connections 

Figure 4 shows the rear panel connections of VXG and UXA. Because channel 2 of VXG is used, the 
sync port should be ‘CH2 SYNC OUT’ connected to UXA’s ‘EXT Trigger In1’, and vice versa. Meanwhile, 
connect 10MHz reference between SA and SG (usually from SG to SA).  

 

Figure 4. PA ILC DPD Measurement by using VXG and UXA – Rear Panel Connections 
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Figure 5 shows that you can see power amplifier measurement application in Mode/Measurement/View 
Selector screen once you have the valid license N9055EM0E on the analyzer. You can enter the power 
amplifier measurement by selecting power amplifier mode, power amplifier measurement with normal 
view after pressing button ‘OK’. 

In the power amplifier measurement, you can do the LAN connection to the signal generator as shown in 
Figure 6. If it is the first time to use a new generator, you'll need to input the IP address or Host name, 
associated with a Name as optional for logging. Then you can add the configuration to the Signal 
Generator List, which will be stored even after instrument reboot. After connection is established between 
SA and SG, the SG Information is shown automatically in the information box and the button will be 
changed to "Disconnect". You can add more Signal Generators in the list, only the "Connected" SG is 
highlighted in green color. 

 

Figure 5. N9055EM0E Power Amplifier Measurement Application in Mode/Measurement/View Selector 
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Figure 6. N9055EM0E Signal Generator Connection Management 

Steps to do signal generator connection via LAN connection: 

1. Press ‘Signal Generator’ tab under ‘Meas Setup’ menu 

2. Press ‘Connection Management’ tab to open up connection management page 

3. In the ‘Connection Management’ page, input SG IP address or Host name, associated with a 
Name as optional  

4. Press ‘Add to Generator List’ to add the new analyzer to generator list or Press ‘Delete Selected 
Generator’ button to delete the selected generator in generator list 

5. Select the generator you want to connect, which boarder turns to blue color 

6. Press ‘Connect’ button to connect the selected generator, the SG is highlighted in green color. After 
connection is established between SA and SG, the SG Information is shown automatically in the 
information box and the button will be changed to "Disconnect". 
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Download Reference Waveform to VXG 
Figure 7 shows the reference waveform downloaded to the signal generator. The 5G NR reference 
waveform can be configured and generated in Signal Studio software called Keysight PathWave Signal 
Generation Desktop or generator embedded software with the valid license N7631APPC.   

 

Figure 7. N9055EM0E Reference Signal Waveform Configuration 

Steps to download reference waveform to VXG: 

1. Press ‘Ref Signal’ tab under ‘Meas Setup’ menu 

2. Select ‘Waveform Type’ as ‘Signal Studio’, ‘Waveform Location’ as ‘Local’, Press ’Select 
Waveform’ button to open up ‘Select File’ page 

3. Select the reference waveform you want to use, after that, the boarder turns to blue color 

4. Press ‘Select’ button, the reference waveform will be read and sent to VXG 
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After reference waveform configuration, you can go to ‘Signal Generator’ tab to configure source settings 
as shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Signal Generator Settings, such as center frequency and channel source etc.  

Steps to configure signal generator settings in N9055EM0E: 

1. Press ‘Signal Generator’ tab under ‘Meas Setup’ menu 

2. Set center frequency in ‘Frequency’ cell 

3. Select ‘Channel’ source as ‘Channel 2’ since VXG connection uses channel 2 in this demo 

4. Turn on ‘RF Output’, the reference waveform will be playing on VXG channel 2. ‘RF Off After Meas 
Preset’ is on by default. Some cases, the customer wants to control RF On/Off manually and want 
to avoid turning RF on accidentally. This new setting will turn off RF after preset  

 

Figure 9. VXG M9384C shows it is under remote control and the channel 2 is on and playing the waveform  

This is a screenshot for VXG, after reference waveform is downloaded from SA to VXG. You can see the 
reference waveform file is shown with the status as playing. 
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Pre-DPD Measurements  
After configuration of the signal generator, you can configure analyzer demodulation and power 
measurement settings. N9055EM0E provides you radio standard preset to help you quickly configure 
parameters based on specification. 

 

Figure 10. N9055EM0E Radio Standard Preset for ACP and EVM measurement  

Steps to configure signal analyzer settings in N9055EM0E: 

1. Press ‘Meas Standard’ tab under ‘Meas Setup’ menu 

2. Press ‘Radio Std Presets’ button to open up radio format page 

3. Select radio format as 5G NR, radio as BTS, BW as 100MHz, 
frequency range as FR1, press ‘OK’ button in this demo 

4. Go to ‘Amplifier’ tab under ‘Meas Setup’ menu 

5. Configure power amplifier parameters, such as ‘Gain’, ‘Loss In’, 
‘Loss Out’, ‘Input Power’ etc. 

6. Set the center frequency of the analyzer as well under 
‘Frequency’ menu 

 

 
Figure 11. N9055EM0E Power 
Amplifier Configuration Menu 
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Pre-DPD measurements are done by measuring reference signal played in SG. You can see the pre-DPD 
measurement results as shown in yellow color in all trace windows of PA Test. 

You can restart the measurement to see new result or use "Continuous" mode to check pre-DPD results 
continuously by pressing the button ① as shown in Figure 12.  

 

Figure 12. N9055EM0E Pre-DPD Measurements 

Window 6 in Figure 12 labeled as ② is demodulation EVM results. It is not available by default. It 
supports 5G NR and WLAN demodulation. This requires license N9085EM0E for 5G NR, N9077EM1E for 
802.11ac/ax, N9077EM2 for 802.11be. The next section shows you how to enable 5G NR demodulation 
EVM results in power amplifier measurement. The steps are same for enabling WLAN demodulation in 
PA measurement. 
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Enable 5G NR Demod EVM in PA Measurement 
Figure 13 and Figure 14 show you how to enable 5G NR demodulation EVM results in power amplifier 
measurement. You need go to the 5G NR modulation analysis measurement to configure demodulation 
parameters at first. N9085EM0E provides you several test models under ‘Meas Standard’ tab. You could 
configure demodulation parameters quickly by applying preset button. In order to do fast PA 
measurement, the length of reference waveform usually is one subframe. So, remember to go to the 
‘Meas Time’ tab to configure result length and search time.  

 

Figure 13. N9085EM0E 5G NR Modulation Analysis Measurement 
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Figure 14. Enable 5G NR demodulation EVM results in Power Amplifier Measurement 

Steps to enable 5G NR demod EVM in PA measurement: 

1. In 5G NR modulation analysis measurement, configure demodulation parameters and measurement 
time to get correct demodulation results 

2. Switch to N9055EM0E power amplifier measurement, press ‘PA Meas’ under ‘Meas Setup’ menu 

3. Press ‘EVM’ button to open up EVM configuration page 

4. Select Radio Format as 5G NR and turn on EVM 

5. Click on ‘Preset from 5G NR EVM’ button, after that, all demodulation parameters will be coupled 
in PA measurement. Then you can read out demod EVM results in ‘EVM Error Summary’ table. 
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ILC DPD Measurements  
Figure 15 shows you how to enable iterative learning control DPD measurement. It’s quite easy to get 
AM/AM, AM/PM, ACP, delta EVM, demodulation EVM over each iteration once you enable the DPD 
iteration measurement. You can see the post-DPD measurement results as shown in blue color in all 
trace windows of PA Test. 

 

Figure 15. Enable ILC DPD Measurement 

Steps to enable iterative learning control DPD in PA measurement: 

1. Switch the measurement to single mode 

2. Go to ‘DPD’ tab under ‘Meas Setup’ menu 

3. Select ‘ILC DPD’ from the DPD Algorithm menu 

4. Toggle on ‘DPD’ to get post-DPD measurement results 

5. Turn on ‘Meas DPD Iteration’ to start the iterative measurement based on the iteration number you 
set 

6. Press ‘Restart DPD Iteration’, the iterative DPD measurement will automatically start. You can get 
ACP, EVM results over each iteration. In this demo, the iteration number is default value 6. You can 
modify this value based on your DUT PA performance as well.  
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Over Sampling Ratio to Reference Waveform  
Figure 16 shows you how to resample the reference waveform in N9055EM0E power amplifier 
measurement on signal analyzer. The new resampled waveform will be sent to signal generator to play 
once you turn on the ‘RF Port ‘under ‘Signal Generator’ tab. 

 

Figure 16. Enable Over Sampling Ration to the Reference Waveform 

Steps to enable iterative learning control DPD in PA measurement: 

1. Go to the ‘Ref Signal’ tab under ‘Meas Setup’ menu 

2. Press ‘Waveform Processing’ button to open up waveform configuration page 

3. Select ‘Common’ tab under configuration page 

4. Click off ‘Auto’ in Predefined Resampling Ratio and input Resampling Ratio value  

5. The resampling points will be automatically modified based on the resampling ration value. In this 
demo, for 100MHz bandwidth 5G NR signal, the new sampling points is 122880 points * 3. 
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As shown in Figure 17, 3rd order distortion appears in adjacent channels. So, if you want to improve 
ACPR, the pre-distorted waveform bandwidth also needs to cover adjacent channels. This requires the 
waveform to have wider bandwidth by applying oversampling. In this example, it uses 100MHz bandwidth 
5G NR waveform. The base sample rate is 122.88MHz. Since there is no 3rd order bandwidth coverage, 
the DPD doesn't improve ACPR performance. After applying 3 times higher sample rate, you can get 
ACPR improvement with DPD. This is also means, that the measurement instruments such as Signal 
Generators and Signal Analyzers needs to cover 3 times of carrier bandwidth. If you want to measure PA 
with DPD for 100MHz bandwidth, you need 300MHz bandwidth supported on Signal Generators and 
Analyzers. 

 

Figure 17. Effect of Over Sampling Ratio  
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IQ Coherent Averaging  
ILC DPD method is based on comparing a measured signal to an ideal one, noise will make up for a 
significant portion of the difference. Every active part in the measurement setup adds extra noise, 
including the DUT as well as the measurement instruments. All noise contributions add up and reduce the 
signal-to-noise-ratio in the measured signal. So ILC DPD requires a method to minimize the influence of 
noise or to separate noise and non-linearity influences. N9055EM0E provides you ‘IQ Coherent 
Averaging’ to minimize the influence of noise which help you to measure perfect PA performance with 
ILC DPD applied. Figure 17 and Figure 18 shows you two ways to enable IQ averaging in power amplifier 
measurement. You can choose either one as they will be coupled once you set the parameter. 

 

Figure 17. Enable IQ Averaging under Setting Menu 
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Figure 18. Enable IQ Averaging under Iterative Learning Control DPD configuration page 

Steps to enable iterative learning control DPD in PA measurement: 

1. Go to the ‘DPD’ tab under ‘Meas Setup’ menu 

2. Press ‘DPD Algorithm Configuration’ button to open up configuration page 

3. Select ‘Iterative Learning Control’ tab under configuration page 

4. Turn on ‘IQ Coherent Averaging’ and input ‘IQ Coherent Average Number’ 

 

Figure 19. Effect of IQ Averaging 

Figure 19 shows ACPR and EVM of PA DUT have further improvement with IQ averaging enabled. 
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Gain Expansion  
Gain expansion is the ratio of the peak power of pre-distorted waveform to reference waveform. Increase 
gain expansion can linearize the PA as long as possible and clip afterwards when gain compression is 
very severe. N9055EM0E provides you configuration parameter called gain expansion to help you 
measure the corner case. Figure 20 and Figure 21 shows you two ways to configure gain expansion in 
power amplifier measurement. You can choose either one as they will be coupled once you set the 
parameter. 

 

Figure 20. Configure Gain Expansion value under DPD menu 
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Figure 21. Configure Gain Expansion value under ILC DPD configuration page 

Steps to enable iterative learning control DPD in PA measurement: 

1. Go to the ‘DPD’ tab under ‘Meas Setup’ menu 

2. Press ‘DPD Algorithm Configuration’ button to open up configuration page 

3. Select ‘Iterative Learning Control’ tab under configuration page 

4. Input gain expansion value in ‘Gain Expansion’ cell 

 

Figure 22. Effect of Gain Expansion 

Figure 22 shows ACPR and EVM of PA DUT have further improvement by increasing gain expansion. 
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Export ILC DPD Results 
N9055EM0E provides you the feature of exporting the DPD results as shown in Figure 23, which includes 
PA model, DPD model and pre-distorted waveform.   

 

Figure 23. Export DPD Results 

Steps to export PA DPD measurement results: 

1. Press the shortcut file button at the bottom left  

2. Press ‘Save’ button to save configuration page 

3. Select ‘DPD Results’ tab under configuration page 

4. Select the data type (DPD Model, PA Model, Pre-distorted Waveform) you want to save 

5. Press ‘Save As’ button to export the related file to the specified location 
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Figure 24. Extract ‘approximated’ DPD model based on ILC DPD measurement 

You can export the ‘approximated’ DPD model as a reference to verify your DPD modeling design after 
ILC DPD measurement. But you need configure the DPD model type and other related parameters under 
ILC DPD configuration page as shown in Figure 24.  
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Conclusion  
Iterative Learning Control Digital Pre-distortion (ILC DPD) is new DPD approach added in N9055EM0E 
power amplifier measurement application, which directly pre-distorts a given signal on a sample-by-
sample basis. This sample-based approach works iteratively to cover memory effects and to ensure the 
output signal close to the reference waveform as possible in non-linear region without the complexity 
limitation of computation like memory models do. Meanwhile, this approach allows comparative 
measurements across devices and saves amplifiers designers from having to sort out the influences of 
different DPD algorithms. What’s more, N9055EM0E supports exporting an approximated DPD model or 
pre-distorted waveform after ILC DPD measurement. It does help DPD algorithm developer to evaluate 
the performance of his own algorithm based on the comparison between the output of his algorithm and 
the pre-distorted waveform from ILC DPD.  

Here are three key points to do successful ILC DPD measurement. 

• ‘Over Sampling’ - Increase sampling rate of the reference waveform to cover 3rd order distortion in 
adjacent channels, which can improve ACPR during the ILC DPD measurement 

• ‘IQ Coherent Averaging’ – Enable IQ averaging to minimize the influence of noise  
• ‘Gain Expansion’ – Increase gain expansion can help linearize the PA as long as possible and clip 

afterwards in some severe non-linear cases 
 

Additional Information 
 
• X-Series measurement applications: www.keysight.com/find/X-Series_apps  
• Download X-Series measurement application: www.keysight.com/find/X-Series_apps_software 
• Learn about compatible instruments: www.keysight.com/find/X-Series_apps_platform  
• 30-day trial license for X-Series measurement application: www.keysight.com/find/X-

Series_apps_trial  
• X-Series Signal Analyzers: www.keysight.com/find/X-Series_SA  
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